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COMPACT FINE DUST VAC 
WITH HEPA FILTER

 X Long - life Motor -2 X Industry Standard

 X Plugged 33 ft Cord

 X HepaFlo 80 Dust Bags

 X 10” All Terrain Rear wheels for easy transport

 X Full Accessory Kit

 X Efficient Power Head

 X Rugged Design with Steel Handle

Working on-site is hard enough without worrying about all 
the fine dust involved. Whether you require a vacuum for 
dust capture while you’re working or the power to clean 
up when the job is done; whether you’re working with 
Non- Hazardous fine dust that is difficult to capture without 
clogging or Critical Filter/Hazardous Dust Collection that 
must be contained.

The TEL models are certified to handle fine dust environ-
ments where asbestos, silica or other hazardous materi-
als are a concern. Available in a socket and non-socket 
version, they ensure the debris continues to be collected 
without clogging and stays contained.

NEW
PRODUCT

Working on-site is hard enough without worrying about all 
the fine dust involved. 
Whether you require a vacuum for dust capture while 
you're working or the power to clean up when the job is 
done; whether you’re working with Non- Hazardous fine 
dust that is difficult to capture without clogging or Critical 
Filter/Hazardous Dust Collection that must be contained...

TradeLine has the model for every job.

The TEL models are certified to handle fine dust environ-
ments where asbestos, silica or other hazardous materials 
are a concern. Available in a socket and non-socket version, 
they ensure the debris continues to be collected without 
clogging and stays contained.

Rugged design 
 for tough work-sites

Silica dust

Asbestos

Harwood 
dust

 Cancer

 Silicosis

Asthma

All Terrain rear wheels 
for easy transport 

Item Description

TEL-390 Compact Fine Dust Vac with Hepa Filter

Item Description

604034 Filter Cartridge 

604165 Tritex Filter

604016 Hepaflo Dust Bags

Filters & Bags:


